
The Story of Peace…. 
All the Lord God’s children have their own planets and most of them have 

wrecked them. There is nothing like a God for having a fight, they throw the 

lightening at each other and set each other’s chariots on fire, and that is when 

they are playing; When they mean business, they kill each other and wreck each 

other’s planets. The time comes when the Lord God thinks it is time his twins 

had their own planet and as a new planet has just been born he calls it Earth and 

decides they can share it. He creates human form for them and calls them Adam 

and Eve. Like all the planets Earth is a garden but neither of them can behave 

themselves, the two of them never could! and in no time the Lord God throws 

them out. Life burns itself out for them and they return to the heavens, quickly 

to do their apprenticeship as Angels, one a Seraphim and the other a Cherubin, 

until they once again take their places back in the ranks of the Gods as Apollo 

and Artemis. The trouble they have caused on Earth is severe but there is hope. 

Ordered by the Lord God to each return in human form and pay the price of the 

trouble they have caused for their descendants, Apollo returns as Jesus Christ 

and Artemis ‘The Gardener’ returns 2000 years later as Anne Maple.  

From a civilization a million centuries ahead of Earth, they are forbidden to 

interfere with the development of another planet, or break the Lord God’s 

commandments, they can only return to save the planet ‘As the rain and snow 

come down from Heaven, so too will my word return to the Earth and not return 

to me without first having watered the Earth’, and only by taking human form 

can they quietly drop hints about ‘a better way’… However, it is given to a God 

to take revenge on anyone bringing discredit to their name. Artemis is the 

Goddess of Nature - Saving the Planet her way is the easy bit, then she is also 

the Goddess of Childbirth - so like a Phoenix she dies and rises from death in 

childbirth to be able to explain why the Lord God planted two identical trees 

side by side and how once they are ripe it is no longer forbidden to eat the fruit 

of both, but she is the Goddess of the Hunt too. Not into hunting her Fauna and 

Flora, she hunts down criminals! And the worst criminal who ever walked the 

earth – Josef Mengele, known as The Angel (Vol) of (der) Death (Mort), has 

angered the Lord God like no other! Sent to hunt him down, and she takes a 

lifetime to see her way through the woods to find the right trees, and not 

allowed to break the Ten Commandments and kill him, she wrecks his plans for 

a new species of artificially deformed hermaphroditic cojoined non thinking 

twins who will be a desecration to the Lord God’s creation, and with it she 

claims a personal vendetta because as the Light who will rule the Darkness ‘The 

Angel of Death’ has brough discredit to her name!!!... 

 


